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Outback Survival is a timeless, practical run down on everything you need to know to survive in the outback. Bob Cooper's incredible
bushcraft skills have been developed through more than 25 years of experience in Australia's harsh outback. He has picked up tools of
survival from the experiences of living with traditional Aboriginal communities, instructing with Special Forces Units, lecturing with the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Service on desert survival in the Mexican Desert, delivering wilderness lessons in the UK and learning the skills of the
bushmen of the Kalahari Desert in Botswana. Bob has put his own lessons to the test, dropping himself off in the 42C heat of the Australian
desert with only a map and soap box sized survival kit, no food, water or sleeping gear, and a 10 day walk across 160km of rough terrain
back to safety. He did this alone and showed that with the right knowledge of the land, you can survive in even the harshest of conditions.
The outback of Australia is one of the most unforgiving regions of the world, but Bob is committed to protecting and enhancing the experience
people have when venturing out into the bush.
The beauty of masculinity caught in the moment of strong emotion. Lust for love, lust for sex, lust for joy and happiness, lust for perfection.
Expressive eyes, handsome faces, fantastically built bodies, frankness of nudity and depth of feelings. A big collection of male photography
presented in soft brown shade.
A book of male nude portraits shot at a French chateau and a 16th century Spanish country house and other evocative locations
Publisher's description. Combines art, science and history to explore the distinctive Desert Channels country of south-western Queensland.
In 1945 Bob Mizer began taking photographs of strapping young men on Muscle Beach in Venice, California. In December of that year he
formed the Athletic Model Guild to market his photos, and "physique photography" was born. Before Mizer there were body builders and men
who photographed them, but AMG photos, even those of the same men, were different, subtly provocative, discretely aimed at a gay
audience. They weren't nude, but showed as much as the law allowed in 1945. ... TASCHEN's two-volume edition of "1000 Model Directory"
contains prints from Mizer's original 4 x 5 negatives to present these handsome hunks in stunning clarity. Editor Dian Hanson trawled through
a quarter million male nudes to select this lineup of top models, including movie stars Sammy Jackson, Richard Harrison, and Ed Fury. Glenn
Corbett of TV's 77 Sunset Strip is also here, as well as Nick Adams, star of The Rebel, and top body builders Chris Dickerson, Dick Dubois,
Vince Gironda, Bill Grant, Zabo Koszewski, Henry Lenz, Don Peters, Bob Shealy, Charles Stroeder, Armand Tanny, and John Tristram.
--Publisher.
Premium release. Expanded edition. A big collection of breathtaking male photography by Nick Mesh. Hot muscle boys, bodybuilders and
athletes show off their perfect bodies and share the most secret thoughts and desires. The artist tells us unique visual stories in each
image."In my models, beyond stunning physical shape, I truly appreciate boldness and readiness to have new experiences. I do love people
who can bring their personality into the shoot," - Nick says. This sensational photo album is definitely going to be the best addition to the
library of anyone who admires the male form and sexuality.
This powerful collection of black and white male nudes is a stunning testament to Peter Arnold's talents as a fine art photographer and artist.
Arnold's unique vision is exemplified by his attention to detail, meticulously sculpting these powerful bodies with his original posing and
languid lighting. The exact composition of each model's masterful body allows a graphic display of muscle and skin textures to take form. As
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a result, each image pulses with a heightened sexual energy. This is a collection with an ethereal quality, sure to provoke comment for many
years to come. ? Sensuous and strikingly original, a dramatic portrayal of naked man in all his facets ? The power and beauty of the male
nude is brought to new heights
A collection of fine art nude photographic portraits of men captured in the classical tradition of the heroic and mythical, in the grandiose and
dramatic poses of the post-renaissance tradition, shot in both contemporary, post-modernist and neo classic or painterly environments, with
over 180 photographs in both colour and warm toned black and white. This collection complements and evolves the theme developed in the
first 'Heroics' book published in 2011, and has been influenced by and references the male in sculpture and painting in Western European art
from the Renaissance onwards. The book plays with contemporary societal attitudes to the naked male in public and art by juxtaposing our
collective artistic consciousness and heritage with the reality of the contemporary naked male physique.
A book of male nude portraits shot in the great outdoors.
The search for the merchant's daughter continues as Culainn crosses the mountains into the frozen north... home, to face his past and the
many demons he left behind. Striking a bargain with the witch-queen, Neeve, he agrees to fight her enemies, the Shadow Druids and BlueWoads, in return for her aid in freeing the girl he seeks. Will she keep her word, or has she treachery in mind? All the while, the dark god,
Morrigu, continues to haunt Culainn's dreams, seeking to control him and make him her own champion.
Rick Day's opulent co ffee-table books Players and Players Two both became instant bestsellers. At first glance, the photographs are all
about sports, about immaculate and trained bodies in rugby wear, tight trunks or nothing at all. But Rick Day doesn't just take pictures of
masculine sex appeal. His work impresses with an almost corporeal tension. The interaction of straightforwardness and intimacy keeps us
wondering: Who is the subject and who is the object? Rick Day's photographs are perfectly staged. All Players is a 288-page collection of all
new material.
Dusk features some of the most masculine, perfectly and naturally built, handsome and sensual naked men within a stunning array of
hauntingly beautiful and raw outback settings. Paul Freeman has established himself at the pinnacle of his craft, not only as a photographer,
but as a visual poet and artist eulogizing as he captures the spirit of the rugged yet sensitive Australian male in all his physical glory. His
genius is to find the right men to photograph and then tell an enthralling story with his vision from behind the camera. From the quality of the
compositions and the lighting through to the texture of the outback locations, these are some of the most perfectly executed and delightful
photographs in any collection, and set a tone of sophistication so rarely achieved in books of the male nude.
So you’ve made the jump to digital photography and you’re having a ball with your new camera, right? Now, you’re wondering just what it
would take to make your photos a little more than just snapshots. Well, Digital Art Photography For Dummies is a great place to find out!
You’ll not only discover great new ideas, you’ll see the effects in full color. This book will help you Get fabulous, well-exposed photos, no
matter what your shooting conditions may be Tweak, edit, and enhance your images to create something a lot better than what you started
with, or maybe something entirely new Produce gallery-worthy art prints that people are willing to pay for Find out if it’s time to upgrade your
computer to handle graphics work Sound like fun? This plain-English guide makes it easy, too! You’ll find out just what makes a picture
artistic, how to plan and set up a good photo shoot, what kinds of tools are available in Photoshop to help you enhance or even completely
revamp an image, and how to be sure that what comes out of your printer meets all your expectations. Best of all, this book is jam-packed
with full-color images that show you just what you can produce. You’ll find out how to Select the right digital equipment Shoot in color, blackPage 2/6
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and-white, and at night Choose subject matter that fits your style Understand and use your camera’s settings to get the best shots
Photograph landscapes, people, action, and just about anything else Create special effects in Photoshop Improve the quality of your photos
or turn them into true works of art Mat and frame your work for maximum effect If you’re comfortable with your digital camera but want to find
out more about creating cool effects in Photoshop, you can jump directly to Part III and discover tips and techniques that turn ordinary
pictures into extraordinary art. Or maybe you’ve been trying to get better nighttime photos. Part II is all about setting up your equipment and
getting the perfect shot. Like all For Dummies books, Digital Art Photography For Dummies is designed so you can go directly to the part that
most interests you. Whether you’ve been thinking of selling your work or you just want to create a knock-their-socks-off family gallery that
your relatives can view online, this book shows you how to take your photography hobby to the next level. Even if you just want to look at the
pictures for inspiration, you can’t go wrong!
"The third book in a series featuring photographs themed around the Australian countryside, studying men and masculinity in rugged outdoor
and rustic farm settings"--Jacket.

From breakfast to dinner, dusk to dawn, children will love spending the day with this bouncy joey to learn all about life in the
outback. Perfect for quarantine reading with your children! From Ella Bailey's acclaimed series of children's books comes another
tale of how one young animal friend spends his day. He's only a little kangaroo in the middle of the vast Australian outback, but
that doesn't stop him being curious and learning all about life in his corner of our blue planet. For every copy of this book sold, a
donation will be made to WIRES, the New South Wales Wildlife Information, Rescue and Education service!
Kristen Bjorn's love of travel and beautiful men,combine into one in his photos, creating a totally,unique style. Latin America is his
favourite,destination. Here he finds masculine eroticism and,exotic ambience which are typical in his photos.,This is a truly opulent
photobook, combining the,hottest and most stimulating shots from this,talented photographer.
"The fourth book in the series by renowned photographer Paul Freeman, which studies men and masculinity in rugged outdoor
and rustic farm settings. In this book Freeman uses the Australian bush and its' changing moods to explore his male aesthetic, and
to style and weather his subjects"--Jacket.
Hopi traditional elder Thomas Banyacya once described the American Southwest as "the spiritual center of our continent." Author,
photographer, and adventurer John Annerino retraces ancient trails to show us why this is so. Through recent and historical
photos, essays, and literary quotes, he takes us across what the Spaniards often feared as despoblados, or unknown lands, from
Old Mexico to the Four Corners of ancient cities, painted deserts, and trilingual cultural landscapes--some of the most inaccessible
land on the continent. Juxtaposed with tales of his own perilous excursions, the book contains oral histories and remarkable
images of terrain that few of today's tourists have ever seen. Told from a current point of view, this throwback to the days of
Geronimo and Navajo headman Manuelito will appeal to adventurers, historians, and those interested in the mesmerizing
mystique of our own American outback.
This stunning volume is the follow-up to the very successful Bondi Classic the first book in the Bondi Series by Paul Freeman. At
Bondi in Sydney, Australia, the eastward growth of the city is halted by the Pacific Ocean. Despite the unappealing architecture of
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the area, it has developed among the warm climate and natural wonders a free-spirited subculture of young men. It is a mecca for
young men from all over the world. Paul Freeman's work captures that free-wheeling and devil-may-care attitude of this current
youth culture.
The fourth book in the Bondi series from photographer Paul Freeman
When a paid assassin starts killing innocent people, it's time to take him out. But while eliminating one killer, Mack Bolan stumbles
onto a deadly drug pipeline that takes him deep into the Australian Outback—and into the heart of the Asian mob. To destroy the
enemy Bolan must protect the one thing standing in the Triad's way—a young Aboriginal girl. With the Triad and a highly trained
covert team—funded by the dead assassin's partner—tracking him, the Executioner is caught in a lethal cross fi re. To survive, he'll
have to use skills he never knew he had.

Photographer Paul Freeman takes a sometimes tongue-in-cheek look at the way European men have adorned and
mythologized themselves and their physical courage over the centuries, and refers for inspiration to monumental art and
paintings that were the work of artists who tended to depict a fantasy of sensuality rather than the brutal masculinity of
reality. This sumptuous collection of gorgeous male art nude photographs is printed on large format art stock paper,
another masterful tome by the inimitable Freeman, following closely on the heels of his bestselling Bondi and Outback
series of books.
In this unique collection of black and white photography, acclaimed artist Gruenholtz has accomplished something very
rare in male erotica. In the style of a classic fine-art photo documentarist, he captures the fascinating world of gay adult
entertainment with virtuosity and sensitivity. His beautiful "behind-the-scenes" photographs, simultaneously frank and
lyrical, constitute a compelling long-form portrait of Michael Lucas and his models over the course of an unprecedented
year-long creative journey. Shot on location in New York, Fire Island, Puerto Vallarta and Barcelona.
A guide to the craft and history of photography covers everything from choosing subjects to darkroom procedures and
includes updated information on the latest digital camera technology and the techniques of image manipulation.
A book of male nude portraits shot around the theme of manual labour.
A tasteful collection of b/w photographs,celebrating the male nude.,.
In 2008, Mark Henderson created a very successful and impressive debut with his opulent coffee-table book Household
Idols (Bruno Gmunder Verlag - available from Turnaround). In this new collection, he abstains from gaudiness to focus on
a reduced, urbane ambiance. Unchanged, however, are the unbelievably good-looking models he chooses. Eye-catching
effects and heavenly men compete for the attention of readers. In the end, the art of erotic photogprahy wins out.
A collection of the best portraits and smoking shots from the wildly popular French firefighter calendars, personally
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selected by creator Fred Goudon. A sensual, sexy homage to firefighters, this new volume spotlights the proud members
of fire squads from all over France, who have discarded their helmets and gear to flash their best smiles and flex their
muscles. Personally selected and beautifully shot by photographer Fred Goudon, the candid images from the popular
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 calendars offer readers the chance to fulfill their fantasies by discovering what
these Gallic hunks look like underneath it all. Smoldering black-and-white and equally stunning color pictures uncover
these everyday heroes in various states of undress, whether training and preparing for the call of duty or captured in
gripping, intimate portraits. With their sculpted bodies on full display, this visual celebration of the masculine form,
bravery, and spirited camaraderie is bound to raise the temperatures of photography aficionados everywhere.
Nick Mesh presents his new exceptional collection of male images. These gorgeous muscle guys are enjoying the first rays of the
sun breathing in the fresh air and feeling the pleasant cool on their naked skin. The morning light reveals not only the delightful
beauty of shapes and colours of the trees and sleepy meadows. Each man here is a real masterpiece of the nature you can't take
your eyes away. They bathe carefree, nude and happy in the dawn beams in the middle of nowhere. These stunning giants literally
emit eroticism and strikes through their unbelievable masculine beauty. Looks like their internal sexual power is about to break
through. You can't resist the attraction of this sincere flawless nudity. Join us now and enjoy this unforgettable walk. Sometimes
we all need a kind of getaway from the hectic life. Make your daring dreams and fantasies come true with us here in the morning
woods. Probably the best addition to the library of anyone who admires the male form and sexuality.
A book of male nude portraits shot at evocative locations in the US and Australia
With the focus on the Aussie blue-collar worker, 'Bondi Work' continues Freeman's fascination with capturing what is intrinsic to
male beauty. Following close on the heels of 'Bondi Urban', which portrayed lads of a surf and beach culture, Freeman's choice of
models, the way he directs them into sharing intimate moments, his trademark use of dramatic lighting to elevate simple
compositions, and his use of color, again infuses this work with a painterly romanticism. He uses his fellow countrymen (Australia)
to show us the virile attitude of the untamed, knows how to make the partially clothed form even more sensuous than the fully
nude form, and creates photographs that are well conceived and executed and presented in a superb format.
One thing is certain: The world of gay porn would not be what it is today without Jim French, the founder of the legendary COLT
Studio. The multi-faced styles of his movies and photo works influenced many directors and photographers. Jim French Diaries
illuminates the many faces of COLT Studio not only with a wide range of photos but also with a lot of informative interviews
revealing the exciting history behind the label.
A coming-of-old-age novel from the Hugo Award–winning author of When Gravity Falls. “Engaging . . . spry, inventive, and often
quite funny” (Kirkus Reviews). In HEROICS, Irene--like everyone in the future--struggles with boredom. Food, clothing, and all the
necessities of human life have been taken care of. But, what does that leave of life itself? At eighty-two, Irene sets out on a
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pilgrimage across America hoping to find the answer. Along the way, she becomes transformed, both physically and by her
interactions with other civilians all trying to cope with this new world. Filled with wry humor and fantastic symbolism, HEROICS
mixes adventure and philosophy in a way both engrossing and entertaining. Of this book, friend and fellow writer Harlan Ellsion
said, “It is the best Effinger yet…and for those of us who have been watching with amazement that is about as rich a compliment as
you can expect from other envious authors. Damn him, he’s good!” George Alec Effinger was a true master of satirical Science
Fiction. Before his death in 2002, Effinger was a prolific novelist and short story writer, earning acclaim from his fans and peers,
including a Nebula Award nomination for his first book WHAT ENTROPHY MEANS TO ME. In HEROICS, he revisits some of the
themes and characters of that first book for startling, funny and poignant results.
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